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E-Z-ON®

Model #100CRP
Portable Crotch Strap

Installation Instructions
* Use Only with E-Z-ON® vests
* Use on ANY style E-Z-ON® vest.
* Keeps E-Z-ON® VEST propertly
positioned low over the child's hips.
 * Sewn in crotch straps come
mandatory on Extra Small, Small, Small
Medium & Medium Vests.
* Adjustable length for use with all
size vests.
* Recommended for proper
positioning to help control children from
sliding downward.
 .* Easily Snaps on to the D-rings on
the lower hip strap of the vest.
* NHTSA recommends crotch straps
for all children 65 pounds and under.

WARNING!  DEATH or SERIOUS INJURY can occur if
manufacturer's instructions are not followed correctly.

Portable Crotch Straps for Vests
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Adjusting Length of Crotch
Straps
A. Thread webbing through both
slots of bar slide.
B. Adjust straps through each clip and
pull through bar slide to shorten and
lengthen.
C. Back-thread webbing through the
top slot of bar slide to lock down.
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E-Z-ON®

Portable Crotch Straps
Model #100CRP

Installation Guide for
BACK Closure Vest
1. Disconnect the McDonald buckle of
the crotch strap by squeezing the
protrusions on the male end together and
pulling apart.
2. Attach the crotch strap to the BACK
CLOSURE VEST by wrapping the
crotch strap around the lower hip strap
on the FRONT of the vest and snap the
McDonald Buckle closed.
3. Secure the crotch strap, put the vest
on the child and run the two straps
between the child's legs.
4. Bring one strap around each leg and
clip to the D-rings.

Installation Guide for
FRONT Closure Vest
1. Disconnect the McDonald buckle of
the crotch strap by squeezing the
protrusions on the male end together and
pulling apart.
2. Attach the crotch strap to the
FRONT CLOSURE VEST by wrapping
the crotch strap around the lower hip
strap of the BACK of the vest and snap
McDonald Buckle closed.
3. Secure the crotch strap, put the vest
on the child and run the two straps
between the child's legs.
4.  Bring one strap around each leg and
clip to the D-rings.
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Rear view
of BACK closure vest

Crotch straps attach
around the hip strap in

the FRONT of a
BACK closure

vest, coming through
the legs from front to

back.

Crotch straps attach
around the lower hip strap

of the BACK of a
 FRONT closure vest

coming through the legs
from the back to front.

Rear view
of FRONT closure vest
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Model #100CRP
Portable Crotch Strap
Installation Instructions
* Use Only with E-Z-ON® vests 
* Use on ANY style E-Z-ON® vest. 
* Keeps E-Z-ON® VEST propertly positioned low over the child's hips.  
 * Sewn in crotch straps come mandatory on Extra Small, Small, Small Medium & Medium Vests.  
* Adjustable length for use with all size vests.
* Recommended for proper positioning to help control children from sliding downward.
 . 
* Easily Snaps on to the D-rings on the lower hip strap of the vest.
* NHTSA recommends crotch straps for all children 65 pounds and under.
WARNING!  DEATH or SERIOUS INJURY can occur if
manufacturer's instructions are not followed correctly.
Portable Crotch Straps for Vests
adjustable  
straps
 McDonald buckle
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Wraps around lower hip strap  of vest
bar slide 
Adjusting Length of Crotch Straps
A. Thread webbing through both slots of bar slide.
B. Adjust straps through each clip and pull through bar slide to shorten and lengthen.
C. Back-thread webbing through the top slot of bar slide to lock down. 
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Installation Guide for 
BACK Closure Vest
1. Disconnect the McDonald buckle of the crotch strap by squeezing the protrusions on the male end together and pulling apart.
2. Attach the crotch strap to the BACK CLOSURE VEST by wrapping the crotch strap around the lower hip strap on the FRONT of the vest and snap the McDonald Buckle closed.
3. Secure the crotch strap, put the vest on the child and run the two straps between the child's legs. 
4. Bring one strap around each leg and  clip to the D-rings.
 
Installation Guide for 
FRONT Closure Vest
1. Disconnect the McDonald buckle of the crotch strap by squeezing the protrusions on the male end together and pulling apart.
2. Attach the crotch strap to the FRONT CLOSURE VEST by wrapping the crotch strap around the lower hip strap of the BACK of the vest and snap McDonald Buckle closed.
3. Secure the crotch strap, put the vest on the child and run the two straps between the child's legs. 
4.  Bring one strap around each leg and clip to the D-rings. 
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2. hip strap
Rear view 
of BACK closure vest
 
Crotch straps attach around the hip strap in the FRONT of a BACK closure 
vest, coming through the legs from front to back.
Crotch straps attach  around the lower hip strap of the BACK of a
 FRONT closure vest
coming through the legs from the back to front.
Rear view 
of FRONT closure vest
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